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11-1.. The expectation value of ^(h\cr2) 11-43 3 

Appendixx II 
I I - ll  The expectation value of 7(/I|<J2) 

Considerr the expression for the squared, trigonometric part of the structure factor ampli-

tudee of an atomic model with an error; 

lEh|22 = 1 + J2 Yl exp[-27rih(djJfc + qjk)]  (H-13) 

withh djfc as an interatomic vector and q^ a vector drawn from a 3 dimensional Gaussian 

centredd on the origin with a variances in all directions equal to a2. The latter expression 

iss equal to 

|Eh|22 = 1 + ^2 X^ exP[-27™hdjfc] exp[-27Tihqjfc] (11-14) 

Averagingg over the vectors q^ results in (Luzzati, 1952) 

E[|Eh|
2] gg = 1 + exp[-27r2/iV ] Y  ̂ Yl exp[-27rihdjfc] (H-15) 

Subsequentt averaging over all orientations results in 

E[|Eh|
2],,,, = 1 + e x p l ^ ^ V l X E 5 " 1 ^ " 1 <n-16' 

i,ki,k i¥=k 3k 

andd thus 

j(h\aj(h\a22)) = exp[-27r2/iV 2]7(/i ) (11-17) 

Firstt averaging over the orientations and subsequently over the distances is more com-
plicatedd but results in the same expression. In this study, the transition from expression 
(11-15)) to (II-17) was carried out numerically, rather than using the Debye formula. This 
eliminatedd the need of the approximations discussed in the Introduction. 

II— 22 Determination of ^(h) obs s 

Thee y(h) profile corresponding to the protein under investigation, can be obtained using 

thee -y(h)PDB profile obtained from the PDB analysis by minimising the following least 

squaress target: 

QQ = ^Wrn{<Iobs>m -I0,mf (II  18) 
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wheree Iobs is the average observed squared structure factor amplitude in resolution bin m. 

7o,mm is the expected average observed squared structure factor amplitude on the basis of 

thee following model: 

/o,mm = A:pexp[-Swu/i2/2](l - ksexp[-Bsh
2/4])2 £ f2{hm) (1 + i{hm)PDB) (H-19) 

k k 

kkpp is a scale factor, BWli the Wilson plot B value. ks and Bs are Babinet bulk solvent 

correctionn factors (Tronrud, 1997). The weights wm are the sum of estimated variances 

off  the mean intensities per resolution shell hm. Minimising Q as a function of kp, £?wii, ks 

andd Bs results in a set of parameters that can the be used to obtain a 'y(h) profile from 

thee observed data. This procedure is similar to the Wilson scaling routine in ARP/wARP 

(Morriss et al., 2003c) with the main difference that the reference profile (1 + 7 ( / Ï ) P D B) 

usedd here is replaced with an experimentally obtained Wilson plot (Popov & Bourenkov. 

2003).. Since the average experimental Wilson plot already contains bulk solvent contri-

butions,, there is no need to include Babinet terms. The presented scaling procedure is 

similarr to the one described by Parthasarathy & Sekar (1993a). 


